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Get pumped with the official soundtrack of GalaxyTrail's Freedom Planet! Conceptualized by Strife and digitally mixed and
mastered by Woofle, this collection feat 5d3b920ae0
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Ever wonder what it'd be like if a Sonic Fanfic came to life, but instead of being a terrible Fanfic, it was god tier, contained
original characters, and had such juicily awesome game mechanics and level design that you could truely begin to believe in love
after love? (After love. After love. After love. ) I won't spoil the surprise, but suffice it to say, even without the storylines, the
three main playable characters are so perfectly different in play style that each time you play through as a character, it feels like
a different game. Some of the bosses that challenged you will be a breeze, some that were a breeze, become major threats.
Alternate paths, character exclusive levels, Time challenge modes with special levels just to hone your speed running skills. Did
I mention an epic soundtrack? Cause yeah, they got you covered. It's not just good era style music. It's plain out, good music.
The only flaw some people have is subjective: Some people can't stand the voice acting. I for one, after playing through the
game twice on adventure mode, feel that the voice acting fits each character perfectly: Even if the characters themselves may
sound annoying, or even silly in some cases. it usually comes through as intended. The one voice I will say is truely excellent, is
that of the main Antagonist, and with some of his taunting near the end, I grew to love and hate hearing his voice over the
intercom just as much as I loved and hated Handsome Jack. Buy this game. Buy it for your friends. Buy it for your enemies to
turn them into your friends. Buy extra copies on humble bundle just to have it DRM Free. Make sure these Devs know that they
did an awesome job.. Before reading, please consider this: I would wholeheartedly recommend this soundtrack if they fixed the
misleading discription. This soundtrack was one of the main reasons I decided to purchase the game in the first place and I think
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they did an excellent job on it. ALSO: If you don't understand what I mean by "audio quality" and "kbps" then you should look
it up and enlighten yourself, don't down-vote this review for helpfulness because this isn't about opinion. Now here is the
problem: The description says that the soundtrack includes "every song in the game at 320kbps CD quality." These are all the
songs that do not meet the advertised quality of "320kbps" Target World (Shang Mu Academy) -----128kbps Up the Creek
(Jade Creek 1) -----256kbps Up the Sub (Jade Creek 2) -----256kbps Pangu Lagoon 1 (English) -----128kbps Pangu Lagoon 1
(Japanese) -----128kbps Time Attack -----128kbps Relic Maze (Extended Mix) -----256kbps Freedom Planet Theme (Orchestral
Remix) -----128kbps Beta Dragon Valley 1 -----128kbps Beta Minor Boss Battle -----128kbps Beta Speed Powerup -----128kbps
Beta Title -----128kbps The information I am presenting you is FACT. These values were obtained from opening the sound files
and reading the detected audio quality. The reason I have zero hours of playtime is simply because I use a different music player
than the one on Steam. If they say this album is 320kbps, then ALL of the songs in it must be at least 320kbps. I will change my
review to "recommended" as soon as either the sound quality or discription is fixed. P.S. If you want a better quality version,
you can get it on Bandcamp for a few dollars more.. If you ever played Freedom Planet then you MUST have heard this music.
It melts my ears (in positive way) everytime I hear it. Also you just can't skip those extras in this sountrack, all these beta
soundtracks and thank-you music Woofie has made.. I love this soundtrack c:. My ears are in heaven when I listen to a piece of
this soundtrack. So many fantastic tracks with this purchase. A lot of them are reminiscent of not only the classic Sonic games
but also retro games in general. Definitely worth $7.. How do I download this? I bought the DLC and the base game. Good game
though.. Wonderful soundtrack, worth the $6.99. waiting for horizon starport and warp sector 320kbps CD quality songs
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